
V) Practical Experiments  

  

Year  
List of Exercises  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  
2016 – 2017  

DNA Sequence Generation  
Protein Sequence Generation  
Write a script to search for genes from Genscan  
To store a Protein sequence  
To store a DNA sequence  
To Load sequence from a remote server  
Reading Protein sequence from Files  
To Count the number of nucleotides in a DNA Sequence  
To split the sequence in to Codons  
To align the sequence using local BLAST  
To calculating the reverse complement of DNA sequence  
To concatenating DNA Fragments Transcription: DNA to RNA  
To compute total and average length of the proteins in these files  
To run PSI-BLAST  
A program to simulate DNA Mutation  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  
2017 – 2018  

DNA Sequence Generation  
Protein Sequence Generation  
Write a script to search for genes from Genscan  
To store a Protein sequence  
To store a DNA sequence  
To Load sequence from a remote server  
Reading Protein sequence from Files  
To Count the number of nucleotides in a DNA Sequence  
To split the sequence in to Codons  
To align the sequence using local BLAST  
To calculating the reverse complement of DNA sequence  
To concatenating DNA Fragments Transcription: DNA to RNA  
To compute total and average length of the proteins in these files  
To run PSI-BLAST  
A program to simulate DNA Mutation  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

DNA Sequence Generation  
Protein Sequence Generation  
Write a script to search for genes from Genscan  
To store a Protein sequence  
To store a DNA sequence  
To Load sequence from a remote server  
Reading Protein sequence from Files  
To Count the number of nucleotides in a DNA Sequence  
To split the sequence in to Codons  



  
2018 – 2019   

To align the sequence using local BLAST  
To calculating the reverse complement of DNA sequence  
To concatenating DNA Fragments Transcription: DNA to RNA  
To compute total and average length of the proteins in these files  
To run PSI-BLAST  
A program to simulate DNA Mutation  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  
2019 – 2020  

To align the sequence using Local Blast  
Write a script to search for genes from Genscan  
Protein Sequence Generation  
To count start and stop codons in a sequence  
To calculating the reverse complement of DNA Sequence  
To concatenating DNA Fragments Transcription: DNA to RNA  
Program to simulate DNA Mutation  
Write a code to check file extensions using Perl  
Write a code to search the given string in an entered sequence  
To compute total and average length of the proteins in these files  
Reading a protein sequence from a file  
Write a sequence into a file  

 To align the sequence using local BLAST 

 Write a script to search for genes from Genscan 

 Protein Sequence Generation 

 Opening a File and searching the given  specific term 

 Program for Appending two DNA Sequences 

 Program to concatenating DNA Fragments Transcription :DNA to RNA 

2020 – 2021 Program using Hashes to combine sequences 

 Program to simulate DNA mutation 

 Write a code to check file extensions using perl 

 Write a Code to search the given string in an entered sequence 

 To compute total and average length of the proteins in these files 

 Reading a protein sequence from a file 

 Write a sequence into a file 

  

  


